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Hahnemühle PhotoRag 308 gsm
White, 100% rag, age resistant, printable on one side, smooth surface.
The smooth surface structure of Photo Rag® can be used for many different applications.
This quality – 100% cotton rag - is especially ideal for archival printing of black and white
and colour photographs.
Hahnemühle Mould-made William Turner 190 gsm
Natural white, 100% rag, age resistant, printable on one side, fine toothy surface.
The materials und structure of this quality correspond exactly to what artists have come to
expect from our traditional artist‘s paper with regard to appearance and feel.
Arches Infinity - Textured and Smooth
Arches Infinity is fine art paper for digital printmaking. It is mould-made, acid-free, ligninfree, 100% cotton with a proprietary coating designed specifically for fine art and fine photographic prints made on inkjet printers using pigment-based or dye-based inksets. The paper
offers maximum color gamut with true color fidelity, exceptional image permanence, and
universal printer compatibility. It is museum quality, which means images created on Arches
Infinity will last for generations.
Epson UltraSmooth 250gsm
Artists and professional photographers require true archival print media in a variety of
weights and surface textures for their digital fine art and photography. Now Epson brings
you an acid free,100% cotton hot press paper that is coated on both sides for extra versatility. This cylinder mould-made product features an ultra smooth finish on two sides (sheets)
that is optimized for Epson Photographic Dye, Epson UltraChrome™, and Archival™ Inks. Offered in a variety of sizes and formats, this fine art paper is not only acid, lignin, and chlorine
free, it is also pH buffered with calcium carbonate for a true archival sheet.

Epson PremierArt Water Resistant Canvas
Whether the application is photographic portraiture or fine art reproduction, PremierArt™
Water Resistant Canvas for Epson will satisfy even the most demanding professional by providing both the finest image quality as well as a vehicle for enhanced artistic creativity. Made
from a durable blend of 65% Polyester and 35% Cotton, this unique heavyweight, quality
canvas utilizes a tight weave that is ideal for photographic and fine art reproductions. It offers a high resolution coating that is pliable enough to withstand stretching without sagging,
and displays a subtle texture for a true artistic look and feel. Combined with incredible color
reproduction, PremierArt™ Water Resistant Canvas for Epson provides a high gloss finish, instant dry versatility, and water resistance to allow for all applications that require the highest
image quality and an archival display life.
Somerset Velvet for Epson
Somerset® has always been the first paper choice among serious artists and printmakers.
Ever since the 1700s and the days of handmade paper, Somerset has enjoyed a reputation for
quality that has continued to grow through the years. Now Epson brings you this old world
paper, with an ink jet coating, to meet the quality requirements of the most demanding printmaker. Somerset Velvet for Epson is a 100% cotton, acid-free paper that delivers long-lasting
prints when printed with EPSON Archival™ Ink or UltraChrome™ Ink.

